
SS24 Hardline & Toy Collection 



Our silicone teether charms, 
designed for teething relief, 
boasts charming shapes and 
textures in tiny charms, 
providing both visual and 
tactile engagement for infants. 
Crafted from high-quality 
silicone with safety in mind, it 
o�ers a secure chewing 
experience. Beyond soothing 
gums, this teether encourages 
early sensory exploration, 
making it a practical and 
delightful choice for both 
caregivers and infants alike.

SILICONE TEETHING CHARMS

LOULOU LOLLIPOP    

Retail:
USD$15/ CAD$19



LOULOU LOLLIPOP SILICONE TEETHING CHARMS

LION BUNNY LLAMA
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Retail:
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LOULOU LOLLIPOP   FLASH CARDS 3m +  NATURE

These flashcards made with 100% food 
grade silicone are durable and safe. No 
plastic or mushy paper in the mouth! 
The cards are essential in baby’s 
development and introduce basic shapes 
and patterns, facilitating interactive play 
and early language development through 
association with visual stimuli.

Retail:
USD$17/ CAD$22



LOULOU LOLLIPOP  SENSORY TEETHING MITT   BUNNY

BUNNY

Wearable teething toy designed for infants who cannot grasp 
or hold a standard teether yet. Easy access for baby to self 
soothe their teething pain, soft and flexible for delicate gums. 
With an easy-to-grip interior handle, littles can improve fine 
motor skills while exploring the soothing textured surfaces. 
Must have for every baby!

Retail:
USD$15/ CAD$19
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